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• SALES REVENUE OF €1.250 BILLION. STEEL 
PRODUCTION (1.8 MILLION TONNES) UP 20%  

 
• EBITDA, €65 MILLION, DOUBLED COMPARED TO THE 

PRE-PANDEMIC YEAR 2019 RESULT, AND NET PROFIT 
OF €30 MILLION 

 
• NET FINANCIAL INCOME AND EXPENSES OF MORE 

THAN €4 MILLION 
 

• SHAREHOLDERS' EQUITY OF €367 MILLION, UP 13%.  
 

• THE ALFA ACCIAI GROUP HAS COMPLETED ITS 
SECOND SUSTAINABILITY REPORT 

 
Brescia, 8 September 2022 - Siderurgica Investimenti Spa, the 
holding company owned by the Lonati and Stabiumi families, which 
controls the Alfa Acciai Group, Italy's market leader in rebar, 
reported a 2021 consolidated net profit of €30 million, exceeding the 
pre-pandemic year. 
 
The year ended 31 December saw a marked expansion in the 
consumption of steel and its derivatives at European level and in Italy. 
The Siderurgica Investimenti Group was able to take advantage of the 
situation, confirming its position as one of the leading players in the 
industry. 
 



  
By leveraging volumes, price, and efficiency in a year characterised by 
a continuous rise in raw material prices, especially scrap, electricity, 
and gas, the group succeeded in achieving reasonable margins.   
 
Revenues increased by about €560 million compared to 2020 (+80%) 
to €1,256.6 million. The export share was 40% (+2% compared to 
2020). 
 
The value of production increased by about €600 million: +87% 
compared to the previous year, of which +12% was due to higher 
quantities sold, while the remainder was due to the strong increase in 
sales prices. 
 
Steel production was just under 1.8 million tonnes, up sharply from 
2020 (+20%), which was obviously affected by the first wave of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, and higher (+3%) than in FY2019.   
 
EBITDA amounted to EUR 65 million, twice as high as in the pre-
pandemic year 2019.  
 
The investment plan continued as scheduled, with a focus on facility 
upgrades, energy efficiency, environment, and safety, amounting to 
€34 million, an increase of 9 % compared to the previous year.  
 
The operating result was €43 million, after depreciation and 
amortisation for €21.7 million and prudential provisions to offset trade 
receivables for €2.2 million.  
 
The financial management result was a positive €4.2 million, thanks 
to a low incidence of financial expenses and income from the 
management of securities in current assets. 
 
Net profit stood at €30 million, higher than in 2019. 



  
 
The group's equity strength was confirmed, with a net asset value of 
€367 million, seven times higher than the net financial position (net 
debt) of €51.1 million, which absorbed financial resources totalling 
€39.4 million, because of the need to provide for working capital, 
which increased significantly due to the sharp rise in the procurement 
costs of the main raw materials and sales prices. 
 
The consolidated results of the Group include Alfa Acciai, Alfa 
Derivati, Acciaierie di Sicilia, Tecnofil and Ferroberica.  
 
"The current year has started by following the positive trend of 
2021, with a first quarter characterised by a marked increase both in 
production and sales. However, we are currently witnessing a sharp 
slowdown in the demand for steel products, which is undoubtedly 
influenced by the trend in raw material and energy costs and the state 
of uncertainty brought about by the continuing war between Russia and 
Ukraine. It is now a question of understanding what will happen in the 
coming autumn and winter depending on the amount of energy and gas 
available, which could seriously jeopardise production" commented 
Amato Stabiumi, the Group's CEO.  
 
The Shareholders' Meeting, convened under the chairmanship of 
Ettore Lonati, approved the new management structure of Alfa Acciai. 
After 13 years of fruitful cooperation, which began at the height of the 
industry crisis in 2008/09 and ended in the current positive cycle, Mr 
Giuseppe Cavalli, in agreement with the company, decided to leave the 
Group to pursue different paths in his future.  
Mr. Giacomo Disarò replaces him on the Board of Directors. 
The Group would like to thank Giuseppe Cavalli for his 
professionalism during the years of collaboration, for his valuable 
contribution, and wishes him the best of success for his professional 
future. 



  
Giacomo Disarò brings with him twenty years of experience in the steel 
industry in multinational companies, working both in Italy and abroad.  
The inclusion of Giacomo Disarò is part of the Group's broader project 
of technological growth and competitiveness on the markets. 
 
At the same time as presenting its Annual Report, the Alfa Acciai 
Group drew up its second Sustainability Report. The document 
describes the environmental, social, and economic sustainability 
performance for the financial year 2021 and is closely aligned with the 
first edition, delving into several significant aspects.  
In particular, the second edition of the document introduces the UN 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), referencing the contribution 
of the Group's business and various activities to the different categories 
and goals of the UN 2030 Agenda.  
Finally, among the main highlights identified by the Report is the 
concrete commitment to continue investing in energy transition, 
with the aim of achieving significant reductions in consumption and 
emissions, and increasing the share of energy from renewable sources 
in the energy supply mix. 
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